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Art Knowledge Organiser: Year 2: Spring Term 1 

Final Outcome:  
To use fruits and vegetables, as well as leaves and 

other natural objects to produce a portrait.  

Parameters:  
 Must create a recognisable human portrait 

composition. 
 Must use different fruits to create print patterns 
 Consider use of seasonal fruits/flowers etc to 

create their print as far as possible.  
 

Key Vocabulary 

Word Definition 
portrait a painting, drawing, photograph, 

or engraving of a person, 
especially one depicting only the 
face or head and shoulders. 

seasonal  characteristic of a particular 
season of the year. 

composition the artistic arrangement of the 
parts of a picture. 

seasons each of the four divisions of the 
year (spring, summer, autumn, 
and winter) marked by 
particular weather patterns and 
daylight hours. 

Vertumnus the god of seasons, change and 
plant growth, as well as gardens 
and fruit trees. He could change 
his form at will.  

produce make or manufacture from 
components or raw materials. 

produce agricultural and other natural 
products collectively. 

still life 
 
 
 
 

a painting or drawing of an 
arrangement of objects, 
typically including fruit and 
flowers and objects. 
 

Key Figures/Events from the period 

Name/Picture Significance 

Holy Roman Emperor 
Rudolf II (1552 – 

1612) 

 

King of Hungary and 
Croatia, King of 
Bohemia and 
Archduke of 
Austria. He was a 
member of the 
House of Habsburg. 

Salvador Dali 
(1904 - 1989)  

 

A Spanish surrealist 
artist. Dalí was a 
skilled draftsman, 
best known for the 
striking and bizarre 
images in his work.  

Mannerism launched a highly imaginative 
and expressive period in art following the 
achievements of Renaissance Italy. It 
emerged in 1530 and lasted until the end 
of the century. It is named after maniera, 
an Italian term for “style” and refers to a 
stylized, exaggerated approach to painting 

Key Artist Background Information: Giuseppe Arcimboldo 

Giuseppe Arcimboldo was born in Milan, Italy in 1526 or 1527. His 
father was an artist. When he was in his early twenties, Giuseppe 
Arcimboldo designed stained glass and painted frescoes. In 1562, 
Arcimboldo was made the portraitist to Ferdinand I. He served at 
the Habsburg Court in Vienna. He later fulfilled the same role for 
Maximillian II and Rudolf II in the court in Prague. During his 
life, Giuseppe Arcimboldo produced many works of art on religious 
subjects, but he is most well-known for his portraits of people made 
up of fruit, vegetables and other objects from nature. From a 
distance, these portraits look like regular portraits of human 
beings, but up close it is obvious that they are constructed from 
cleverly painted objects. The paintings are as much still life as they 
are portraits. The work of Giuseppe Arcimboldo influenced the work 
of the surrealist painters, such as Salvador Dali. Giuseppe 
Arcimboldo died on 11th July 1593 in Milan. 

Focus: Feast for the Eyes by Giuseppe Arcimboldo 

 

 

Pre and Post Learning Challenge:  

(what do the children need to have done in 
lessons to be able to show progress) 

 Looked at Arcimboldo’s four portraits 
in the style of the different seasons. 

 Experimented with composition to 
create an effective portrait.  

 Practised printing to get the best 
patterns possible in their design.  


